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Pathway Lighting Reveals HL Series Wet Location Cylinders  
 

OLD SAYBROOK, Conn., February 28, 2020 — Pathway Lighting Products, Inc. has added a collection of 

wet location cylinders to their HL Series -- currently encompassing 58 coordinating LED fixtures. These 

new cylinders come with a sealed LED compartment that shields against the elements and is vented for 

greater heat dissipation. The all-stainless steel hardware provides protection against corrosion in 

unforgiving environments and all-aluminum construction with powder coat finish is durable outdoors 

in the elements.  

 

The wet location cylinders are offered in a choice of 

smooth housing or expressed fin heatsink for a Deco 

appearance that also affords a higher lumen output. 

Additionally, there are three mounting styles, three 

lens options, three beam spreads, a wall wash 

version, and three directional lighting configurations. 

Output levels are 1,000L – 6,000L. The 5” and 6” 

diameter cylinders both come in multiple housing 

lengths. Available in standard or special finishes with 

custom finishes upon request. For more information, 

please view our video and the HL Series brochure. 

 

All of the HL Series fixtures are compatible with 

Pathway Lighting’s CentralDriveTM  and our soon-to-

be-announced IRD (in-ceiling remote driver) systems. 

 

mailto:brigittef@pathwaylighting.com
https://pathway.lighting/vam
https://www.pathwaylighting.com/upload/education_resources/files/9/video_file_1578408257_WetLocationHLCylinders.mp4
https://pathway.lighting/9ae5yx
https://pathway.lighting/ntcg9j


 

 

In the CentralDrive unit, line voltage connections, control electronics, drivers, and all control and driver 

wiring are located in a wall-mounted panel. CentralDrive extends the life of LED drivers, the panel can 

be located in an easy-to-access electrical or equipment closet -- making maintenance and replacement 

easy and more economical should there be a failure.  

 

About Pathway Lighting  

Pathway is an innovative designer and manufacturer of specification-grade LED luminaires. Our 

product line is designed for commercial and institutional markets and includes: downlights, wall 

washers, adjustable accents, decorative pendants, and emergency egress fixtures.  As an 

independently-owned American lighting manufacturer, we are able to provide responsive technical 

support, as well as fixture modifications and custom products.  

 

CentralDrive is a trademark of Pathway Lighting Products, Inc. 
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